®

DEAD ON TOOLS
SERIOUS TOOL USING PROFESSIONALS and a
LIFESTYLE LIVED OUT LOUD with an added dose of REBEL YELL
Reflects the collision of

$

549

10” Dual-Bevel Glide
Miter Saw
#CM10GD. Expanded
cutting capacity: 12
In. horizontal capacity; 5-1/2 in. vertical capacity
against the fence (base); 6 in. crown capacity against
the fence (45° spring). Large form fitting ergonomic
handle provides comfort for all-day use.

$

599

12” Dual-Bevel Guide
Miter Saw
#GCM12SD. Axial-Glide™
System durable precision –
consistent precision over
tool life; compact
workspace – saves up-to 12 In. workspace;
glide action – unmatched smoothness of cut.

167

$

BULLDOG
Xtreme 1” SDS
Plus D-Handle
Rotary Hammer

Professional Tool Rigs
$

7033

#9584483

#11255VSR. Variable-speed. 3 modes: rotary hammer,
hammer-only and rotation-only mode. Vario-Lock
Positioning rotates and locks chisel into 36 different
positions to optimize working angle. SDS-plus bit
system tool-free bit changes with automatic bit
locking, dust protection and maximum impact
energy transfer rate.

Professional 30 in. Carpenter's Suspension Rig
features 17 inside pockets and 7 outside pockets.
The rig offers a drill holder, steel-loop hammer
holder, tape-measure holder and more. 1680
Denier Poly construction with belt. The suspension
rig has 100% gel-padded suspenders to help
provide for comfort, while the belt is adjustable to
fit 29 - 46 in. waists.
2”x50’ #2TF

$

73

83

12053

#9584475

6733

A self-adhering, cold-applied tape used as flashing
on deck ledger boards and joists to help prevent
moisture penetration around properly installed
fasteners. Provides a non-corrosive barrier between
treated lumber and metal hangers. Its Super Stick
Technology™ adhesive can stick to damp wood
joists & doesn’t require a primer

Heavy Duty
Camo Tarps

21.37
31.07
56.17

10x12 #1012C

#9473455

The star of our workgear line is the Ballistic
Suspension Rig. This full-feature
professional rig is made of licensed Cordura
Ballistic nylon fabric, the toughest wearing
fabric on the planet. That means not much is
going to cut, tear or puncture its way through
the material. The BSR comes loaded with
pro features. Infinity belt for best fit.
LoadBear stretch suspension for comfort.
Barrel bottom pouches for extra capacity.

$

1363 4”x50’ #3TG $2683
ProtectoSeal Deck Joist Tape

Professional 40-Pocket Framer's Suspension
Rig is the ideal tool organizer for framers or
other professionals. Gel-padded suspenders secure this padded waist belt which holds 33 inside and 7 outer pockets for small and medium
sized tools. Made of heavy-duty ballistic rip-stop
fabric, it holds 3 hammers, metal clip for tape
measure, even a cell phone holder. Belt fits
waist up to 52 in.

$

$

12x16 #1216C

16x20 #1620C
8.5 Mil. Made from woven, tear resistant high-density
polyethylene and are coated on both sides for
protection against moisture and mildew. All edges are
reinforced with rope and heat welded for resistance to
wear and tear. UV treated for prolonged outdoor use
Rust free polycarbonate grommets.

Economy
Blue Poly Tarps

#7021066

The Bucket Boss Mullet
Buster 31 in. Suspension
Rig. Made of heavy-duty
1680D 2-ply poly fabric, you
know durability will not be
an issue with this rig. Two
large capacity pouches, one
with a speed square pocket

7.97
#249649 13.47
#250266 21.67

10x12 #249474
10x20

and several pockets means
you can carry plenty of hand
tools on the jobsite. The belt
fits waists up to 52 in. The
suspenders have Load Bear
technology so you get some
relief from having to carry all
those tools all day long.

16x20
Grip-Rite Blue Economy Tarps - Lightweight,
economical, general purpose cover. Suitable for
household, recreational, and light commercial uses. UV
treated. Rust proof grommets every 3 feet.

699

$

6 Piece Bungee
Assortment
#6085807 Includes two 18
inch cords, one 24 inch
cord, one 30 inch cord and
two 10 inch Mini cord.
Premium grade, long
lasting rubber. Durable UV
resistant outer jacket.

4393
$
73
#56466214 2 part/2 quarts 68
#5466206 2 part/2 pints

$

WoodEpox A shrink-free wood replacement

4163
$
93
#5466172 2 part/2 quarts 67

compound that can be used in any thickness
to replace and repair wood. It can be painted,
stained, carved, sanded, cut just like wood.

Penetrates & hardens rotted wood. Restores
structural strength and durability in wood fibers.

#5466156 2 part/2 pints

$

LiquidWood Consolidant

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm
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